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Abstract: The role of masturbation frequency and pornography use on sexual response during part-
nered sex has been controversial, the result of mixed and inconsistent findings. However, studies
investigating this relationship have often suffered from methodological shortcomings. We investi-
gated the role of masturbation frequency and pornography use on both the occurrence and severity of
delayed/inhibited ejaculation (DE), an increasingly common sexual problem among men. We did so
in a large (nonclinical) multinational sample of cisgender men (N = 2332; mean age = 40.3, SE = 0.31)
within a multivariate context that relied on multiple (and, when possible, standardized) assessments
of sexual dysfunctions while controlling for possible confounding variables. Results indicated a weak,
inconsistent, and sometimes absent association between the frequency of pornography use and DE
symptomology and/or severity. In contrast, both poorer erectile functioning and anxiety/depression
represented consistent and strong predictors of DE and, to a lesser extent, DE severity. Other factors,
including relationship satisfaction, sexual interest, and masturbation frequency, were significantly
though moderately to weakly associated with DE. In conclusion, associations (or sometimes lack
thereof) between masturbation frequency, pornography use, and delayed ejaculation are more clearly
understood when analyzed in a multivariate context that controls for possible confounding effects.

Keywords: delayed ejaculation; sexual dysfunction; masturbation frequency; pornography use;
erectile function; etiology; acquired; lifelong

1. Introduction

With increasing access to the Internet, traditional barriers to sexually explicit ma-
terials such as public stigma and societal restriction have waned considerably over the
past 20 years. Concomitantly, the number and variety of pornographic websites have
greatly increased and, in some parts of the world, the viewing of pornography has be-
come commonplace [1–3]. Even in geo-cultural regions having strong interdictions against
pornography, access and use have increased steadily over the past 10 years among both
men and women, and in particular among sexually diverse individuals [4].

Social restrictions regarding access to pornography have traditionally been predicated
on the assumption that it imparts negative effects to individuals and thus to society at large.
For years, these effects had been framed primarily as moral or religious issues [5,6]. More
recently, the negative consequences of pornography have found secular parallels, often ones
involving psychological health and social welfare. Such putative detrimental consequences
include negative effects on an individual’s sexual response/capacity [7], diminished re-
lationship quality/satisfaction [8], the potential for addiction [9–11], objectification of
(particularly) women [12,13], and encouragement of high-risk sexual behaviors [14,15]. At
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the same time, pornography use has sometimes been associated with more benign purposes,
such as having an educational function for men, women, and sexually diverse individuals
having a limited understanding of sexual practices and behavior [16,17], an erotic/arousal
function for both men and women during masturbation [18], and a rehabilitative function
for men and women challenged by sexual dysfunctions and disabilities [1]. Couples, too,
may incorporate pornography into partnered sex as a means of heightening their sexual
interest/desire and arousal [19], with improved sexual communication sometimes resulting
as well [20].

1.1. Effects of Pornography Use on Psychosexual Functioning and Relationship Quality/Satisfaction

While hypothetical concerns about possible detrimental effects of pornography on
psycho-sexual functioning and relationship health are valid, such concerns require empir-
ical support that extends beyond anecdotal/case studies, data from select clinical popu-
lations, or ideologically slanted reports—e.g. [5–9]. To date, most research on the effects
of pornography use on psychosexual and relationship functioning has generated mixed
results, depending on factors such as the specific response variable and how it was defined,
the characteristics of the sample under investigation, the nature of the pornography, and
the sophistication of the methodological/statistical procedures implemented. However,
even when methodological conditions are optimized, results are likely to vary considerably
within samples, given the wide variation in people’s attitudes toward pornography.

1.1.1. Pornography Use and Relationship Quality/Satisfaction

A recent meta-analysis of 50 studies provided evidence for a curvilinear association
between frequency of pornography use and sexual relationship satisfaction, with detri-
mental effects to satisfaction occurring only after exceeding a particular threshold of use
in men but not women [21]. A recent survey of 1513 young adults in the United States
(nearly 62% women) also supported a curvilinear association between greater pornography
viewing and decreased sexual satisfaction—this time for both men and women—but the
acceleration of the curve was more pronounced for men [8]. Detriments to sexual relation-
ship satisfaction were also more pronounced for individuals not currently in a romantic
relationship and those identifying as “religious.”

Several studies have supported a more qualified interpretation of the relationship
between pornography use and sexual relationship satisfaction. In a convenience sample
of 803 adults, cluster analyses revealed significant differences among participants using
pornography primarily for recreation, those individuals emotionally or psychologically
distressed about their pornography use, and compulsive users [22]. Recreational, non-
compulsive users—with women comprising 78% of this cluster—reported greater sexual
satisfaction and lower sexual avoidance compared to the other two profiles. Moreover, in a
survey of over 1000 adults in the United States, those who viewed pornography together
with their partner reported significantly higher sexual satisfaction and greater relationship
dedication than respondents who only watched pornographic content alone [23]. With
regard to the self-perception of potential benefits and problems arising from pornography
consumption, multinational studies have found that, in some instances, both men and
women attributed generally positive effects of pornography on their sex life, attitudes
toward sex, and life in general [24]; in another case, more frequent pornography use during
masturbation was generally associated with more favorable sexual response outcomes
during masturbation and partnered sex in women, while not negatively affecting sexual or
overall relationship satisfaction [25].

1.1.2. Pornography Use and Erectile Dysfunction (ED)

The argument has been made that repeated and consistent pornography use during
masturbation, particularly when coupled with a strong auto-erotic orientation, may have
deleterious effects on sexual response during partnered sex. The rationale is usually stated
along the following lines: Men who have a strong auto-erotic orientation (as manifested by
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their relatively high frequency of masturbation) and/or who use pornography frequently
are likely conditioning themselves to stimulus and arousal conditions that do not transfer
well to partnered sex, e.g., [26,27]. As a result, these men may experience diminished
motivation for “real-life” partnered sex, compounded by difficulty reaching arousal levels
sufficient for erection and subsequent ejaculation during partnered sex, where stimulus
conditions (both physical and psychological-cognitive) differ substantially.

The above hypothesis has purportedly been supported by circumstantial evidence that
notes an increasing prevalence of ED among younger men that is correlated with increas-
ing pornography use, both in society at large and within specific study samples [28,29].
Furthermore, several case studies have drawn attention to the fact that some treatment-
seeking men who are frequent pornography users have indeed experienced difficulty with
sexual performance within the context of their dyadic relationships [25,26]. Such reports
have been augmented by a study that showed that among men visiting a urology clinic, a
preference for masturbation using pornography over partnered sex was correlated to a lack
of satisfactory intercourse [30].

Such studies, however, have typically been fraught with methodological issues, in-
cluding ones related to small sample sizes or to simple bivariate correlational analyses that
do not concomitantly control for possible confounding variables [26–31]. In fact, a number
of other studies have suggested no role—or even an opposite and beneficial role—for
pornography use on sexual arousal and erectile response [32–34]. In a recent comprehen-
sive review, Dwulit and Rzymski [35] concluded that a causal link between pornography
use and erectile problems has yet to be demonstrated, noting methodological issues such as
unreliable self-reported erectile dysfunction (ED) (i.e., not using standardized instruments),
and interpretation issues regarding a possible opposite directional effect such that men
experiencing problems with erection turn to pornography use during masturbation as
a means of increasing arousability and sexual satisfaction, rather than vice versa. Thus,
while pornography use could play a role in erectile functioning, the effect has only been
demonstrated sporadically, suggesting an unstable or weak association, at best.

1.1.3. Pornography Use and Delayed Ejaculation (DE)

Another potential role for frequency of pornography use and masturbation has been
examined in relationship to delayed ejaculation (DE). Delayed (and/or inhibited) ejacu-
lation is an understudied problem affecting about 5–10% of men and characterized by
difficulty or inability to reach orgasm during partnered sex [36,37]. As the final phase in
the sexual response cycle, difficulty reaching orgasm can be affected by other components
of sexual response, including low sexual desire, diminished erectile functioning, and in-
adequate psychological-sexual arousal [38]. DE is usually conceptualized as having two
different possible etiologies: Some men have experienced ejaculation-related difficulty for
all or the majority of their sexual lives (i.e., lifelong or primary), presumably the result
of a biologically predisposed higher threshold to ejaculation; other men experience the
difficulty only after a period of normal ejaculatory response, presumably the result of inter-
vening pathophysiological or psychological conditions that actively inhibit the ejaculatory
response (i.e., acquired or secondary) [7,37,38].

No matter the origin of the DE problem, the rationale for the connection between
pornography use, masturbation frequency, and difficulty reaching orgasm stems from the
idea that, as with erectile functioning, frequent masturbation, along with the stimulation
provided by pornography use (often strong and appealing to sexual fantasies), interferes
with the ability to become sufficiently aroused during partnered sex so as to reach ejacula-
tion [7,27]. That is, even though these men may attain adequate erections [39], their overall
level of sexual excitement may still be insufficient to exceed the ejaculatory threshold.

Not surprisingly, the topic suffers not only from a dearth of studies in general, but
also from a lack of controlled or large-scale cohort studies. In addition, the studies that do
exist have produced mixed results. On the one hand, a number of vividly described case
studies have implicated pornography use coupled with a high masturbation frequency
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with problems reaching ejaculation [26,27,40–42]. In addition, a study of 115 hypersexual
“chronic” masturbators who frequently used pornography noted that 30% reported some
issues with DE [43]. On the other hand, based on clinical reports, some men who have high
emotional blocks toward sexual response may benefit from the strong stimulus potential of
pornographic materials, which can reportedly overcome the inhibiting effects of guilt and
shame on sexual arousal [26]. Furthermore, two large-scale studies drawing on various
European populations have found no relationship between pornography use and delayed
ejaculation [33,34]. Dwulit and Rzymksi, in their review, concluded that the extent to which
pornography use may contribute to DE is currently unresolved, though to date there is
little evidence to support a causal link between the two [35]. However, the inability to draw
confident conclusions either way—yes it does or no it does not—is the result of a lack of
well-powered and well-designed studies specifically aimed at testing this hypothesis.

1.2. Rationale and Goals

Thus far, support for a hypothetical role for pornography use on DE during partnered
sex has been confined mainly to case studies, select clinical populations, and simple binary
analyses. Furthermore, studies have relied on non-standardized assessments of sexual
functioning, and they have not controlled for possible confounding variables such as mas-
turbation frequency (a potential correlate of pornography use [35]) or concomitant erectile
problems which may interfere with the ability to reach ejaculation [44]. Finally, DE itself
has different etiologies, one form being lifelong, the other being acquired [7,36–38], with
prior research failing to distinguish between these DE subtypes. As such, much of the prior
research investigating this topic has been underpowered, lacked reliable characterization
of the sexual dysfunction [35], used highly selective and/or biased samples [43], omitted
the assessment of potential confounding variables (e.g., masturbation frequency and con-
comitant ED) [44], and/or failed to assess the role of pornography use—including its effect
size—within a larger multivariate context.

Thus, there is need to investigate the relationship between pornography use and DE
within the general population rather than in clinical populations seeking treatment—a self-
selected group representing a significant source of bias [44]. Furthermore, any investigation
on the topic needs to be both comprehensive and multivariate: Comprehensive, in that it
examines the data from different angles and parses out the relative effects of masturbation
frequency from pornography use, while also controlling for confounding variables such
as levels of erectile functioning and sexual interest; and multivariate, in that it examines
the effects of masturbation frequency and pornography use relative to the effects of other
variables on sexual response (e.g., DE etiology, relationship satisfaction).

This study examined the relationships between frequency of masturbation and pornog-
raphy use both on the overall likelihood of suffering from delayed ejaculation/orgasm
during partnered sex and, for a subset of men experiencing delayed ejaculation, on the
severity of the DE problem. It did so through a comprehensive analysis that used appro-
priate assessments for sexual dysfunctions while concomitantly controlling for potential
confounding covariates.

Specifically, we addressed five research questions:

1. Do men with DE during partnered sex show differences in pornography use (during
masturbation) and masturbation frequency compared with men having no ejaculatory
disorders (Aim 1).

2. Do DE men having varied etiologies (e.g., lifelong vs. acquired; just DE vs. DE + ED)
show differences in pornography use and masturbation frequency (Aims 2a and 2b).

3. Do pornography use and masturbation frequency, along with relevant demographic
and sexual covariates, predict specific indices of DE during partnered sex, such as
difficulty reaching orgasm and % of time reaching ejaculation (Aim 3).

4. Do pornography use and masturbation frequency predict DE symptomology when
complicating factors from erectile problems and acquired DE are eliminated from the
sample of DE men (Aims 4a and 4b).
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5. Do pornography use and masturbation frequency predict severity of symptoms in a
subset of men that includes only those who are experiencing DE (Aim 5).

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Participants

Participants were recruited by voluntary self-selection from July 2019 through Febru-
ary 2020 to complete a survey pertaining to sexual health and behavior. The sample was
recruited through two approaches. The first group was recruited from the United States
and other English-speaking countries (N = 699) and included men who responded to the
research homepage, postings on several reddit.com forums, or any of the unpaid social
media (e.g., Facebook) and public announcements/advertisements. The second group was
recruited from Hungary and included men who responded to comparable forum posts, un-
paid online/public advertisements, or the Hungarian research webpage (N = 3243). A final
group (not represented in this study sample) consisted of men attending a major university
in Hungary (N = 134) who volunteered to take a pencil-and-paper version of the ques-
tionnaire. Men in the third group were assigned an anonymous code to enable test-retest
comparisons for reliability analysis on specific questionnaire items after 4–6-weeks.

The completion rate for the survey was 81% of those who initially opened it. Among
those completing the survey, men who had never had a sexual partner; identified as
“asexual” or transgender/non-binary; reported having premature ejaculation (PE); chose
not to ejaculate during partnered sex; or showed inconsistency in responding as determined
by embedded “attention checks” in the survey were excluded from the analysis. The final
Internet self-selection sample consisted of 2254 men 18+ years of age (mean = 40.3, SE = 0.31;
range = 18–85).

2.2. Survey Questionnaire

During the survey development process, a pilot was conducted with seven focus
groups. Two focus groups included men in the United States (N = 10, mean age = 32.4), and
five groups included men from Hungary (N = 79, mean age = 20.7), the latter consisting
primarily of university students in several professional and academic disciplines. Group
members reviewed the questionnaire items, commenting on their relevance and clarity of
phrasing, and suggested both wording changes and additional response categories [45].
Focus groups also appraised item face-validity and assessed the time required for survey
completion. For Hungarian respondents, the questionnaire was translated to Hungarian by
a professional translator and subsequently back-translated to English to ensure preservation
of meaning.

The first part of the 55-item survey queried about demographic characteristics, includ-
ing the respondent’s age, level of educational attainment, anxiety/depression throughout
the previous 6 months (as a proxy for psychological health), and any chronic medical
conditions related to sexual functioning. The second portion examined participants’ sexual
histories during the previous 12–24 months, including sexual orientation, number of cur-
rent sexual partners, self-reported importance of and interest in sex, general relationship
satisfaction, and sexual relationship satisfaction. This section also evaluated the frequencies
of partnered sex, masturbation, and pornography use during masturbation. The third
section addressed common sexual dysfunctions in men and included relevant items from
the language-validated versions of International Index of Erectile Function, abridged ver-
sion (IIEF-5) [46], and the Premature Ejaculation Diagnostic Tool (PEDT) [47], as well as
questions aimed at assessing DE (see below).

2.3. Major Variables of Interest

Two sets of variables were of primary interest in this analysis: (1) those related to
the frequency of pornography use during masturbation, and to masturbation frequency,
and (2) those related to assessing DE. In addition, a number of variables were assessed for
inclusion as explanatory or control covariates or as a way of reducing error by restricting
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analyses to certain subsamples (e.g., removing men with PE from the control group or, for
selected analyses, men with ED). Items on the questionnaire related to these variables are
listed in a supplementary materials (Supplementary Tables S1 and S2).

2.3.1. Assessment of Pornography Use and Masturbation Frequency

Pornography use during masturbation was evaluated with two questions, using a
timeframe reference of the past 12–24 months. Participants were asked if they used erotic
materials (with examples provided) during masturbation and if so, what percent of the
time they used them. Responses were 0 (I do not use erotic materials), then 1 (rarely or less
than 15% of the time) to 5 (very often or more than 85% of the time).

Frequency of masturbation was evaluated with a single item, ranging in frequency from
0 (Never) to 10 (more than 4x/day), with the following incremental intervals (2 = < 1/month,
3 = about 1x/month, 4 = once every two weeks, 5 = about 1x/wk., 6 = about 2–3x/wk.,
7 = about 4–6x/wk., 8 = about 1x/day, 9 = about 2–3x/day.

2.3.2. Assessment of Delayed Ejaculation

No Patient Report Outcomes (PROs) have been developed and validated for assessing
DE [37]. As a result, we selected two experimenter-derived items in the questionnaire
to assess DE. The first asked respondents about their “difficulty reaching orgasm during
partnered sex” (referred to as DE DIFF). Responses were scaled 1–5, with higher scores
representing greater difficulty. Generally, for this item, 1–2 represented “no/mild DE”,
3 represented “moderate DE”, and 4–5 represented “moderately-severe to severe DE”,
with the 4–5 (severe) category used to define DE men for comparisons across DE and
non-DE groups. The second question asked about the estimated percent of time that sexual
episodes ended in ejaculation/orgasm during partnered sex (referred to as %EJACULA-
TION). Responses were recorded on an analog scale ranging from 0 (never) to 100 (always).
Participants indicating that they chose not to ejaculate for whatever reason during partnered
sex were removed from the analysis.

We also considered inclusion of estimated ejaculation latency as a third measure
of DE symptomology, but preliminary analyses indicated that this measure was a less
sensitive and reliable measure (insofar as test-retest reliability) than either DE DIFF or
%EJACULATION. The correlation between the two DE outcome indices used herein,
DE DIFF and %EJACULATION, was −0.49 (Spearman rho), indicating that while not
redundant, each was tapping into a different aspect of the same general construct.

2.3.3. Assessment of Control Variables or Covariates

Erectile dysfunction (ED) during partnered sex was assessed for use as a potential
covariate in the regression analyses by using four IIEF-5 items related specifically to
erection [46] (one item focusing on satisfaction during intercourse was not included).
Consistent with the scoring rubric for the IIEF-5 [46], for the four selected items, lower
scores indicated greater erectile dysfunction.

Premature ejaculation (PE) was assessed for the purpose of ensuring that men con-
stituting the control or “normal ejaculatory functioning” group did not include men with
PE. PE was assessed using three of the five items from the PEDT focusing on ejacula-
tory control, the construct most central to characterizing PE [47]. Two items related to
“bother/distress” were not included as they represent consequences of PE. Consistent with
the overall diagnostic categories for the PEDT [47], for the included items (scaled 1–5, with
higher scores representing greater probability of PE), scores of 13–15 represented “definite
PE”, 9–12 represented “probable PE”,*” and ≤ 8 represented “no PE”. Those with either
probable or definite PE were removed from the sample to ensure that the control/non-DE
group consisted of men with normal ejaculatory function.

Several other relevant covariates were included in the regression analyses, including
age, problems with ongoing anxiety/depression (≥6 months) as a general measure of
psychological health/functioning, and having medical issues that could affect sexual
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functioning. A covariate “sexual interest” was constructed from a question from the overall
IIEF [48] (rate your sexual desire/interest) and supplemented with a second question on the
“importance of sex”. These questions tap into the same general construct, being strongly
correlated both in this sample (rs = 0.71) as well as in other research [44,49], so they were
combined to generate a composite variable “sexual interest” (SI). Finally, in a preliminary
cleaning of data, several differences were noted regarding national origin (origin-of-data),
so this measure was included as a control covariate in all analyses.

For three key variables—cumulative PEDT, IIEF, and SI—test-retest correlations were
0.85 or higher when assessed 4–6 weeks later. For variables related to DE, test-retest
reliability for DE DIFF and %EJACULATION was 0.70 and 0.84, respectively.

2.4. Procedure

Ethics approval for the study was obtained from the Institutional Review Boards (IRB)
at the authors’ institutions in both the United States and Hungary. The 55-item online
survey took approximately 20 min to complete. Participants were guaranteed anonymity,
and safeguards were implemented to prevent multiple submissions. Informed consent was
obtained by participants’ checking boxes attesting (1) to their current age being ≥18 years,
and (2) to their informed consent before accessing the questionnaire. Respondents were
notified that they could end participation at any time by closing the webpage.

2.5. Analytical Strategy

We explored connections between masturbation, pornography use, and DE in a variety
of ways so as to gain a deep understanding of the relationships among these factors, both
individually and within the context of larger multivariate analyses. As noted previously,
men with probable or definite PE were removed from the analysis to ensure that the group
“with normal ejaculatory function” did not include men suffering from this dysfunction.
Furthermore, because the origin-of-data (USA+ vs. Hungarian) also emerged as significant
across several measures, it was included as a control covariate in all analyses.

Using ANCOVA, we then assessed whether differences emerged between pornogra-
phy use and masturbation frequency based on DE status during partnered sex (moderate-
to-severe DE vs. normal ejaculatory function) in the overall sample. We followed with post
hoc analyses to determine whether (1) men with DE complicated by ED differed from men
with just DE (which we refer to as “pure” DE), and whether (2) men with lifelong (LL) DE
differed from men with acquired DE. Age and origin-of-data were included as covariates.

Then, using linear regression, we explored the extent to which masturbation frequency,
pornography use, and a set of empirically and/or theoretically relevant covariates were able
to predict indices of DE, using DE DIFF and %EJACULATION as proxy outcome variables.
We used a four-step process, first entering all the relevant covariates, including IIEF scores
(a measure of erectile functioning) and using a sample of all men meeting the inclusion
criteria, that is, both those with and without DE. Second, we removed those men suffering
from ED (i.e., such that only men with pure DE were included in the overall sample),
and re-ran the analysis to determine if either masturbation frequency or pornography use
frequency emerged as a significant predictor. Third, we then further excluded those men
whose DE was acquired later in life, enabling us to restrict the analysis to a subset of men
having “pure/lifelong (LL)” DE. And fourth, we used the block entry method to determine
whether frequency of masturbation and (separately) pornography use significantly added
to the explained variance in DE measures for either the “pure” or the “pure/LL” men (see
Appendix A for defining characteristics of samples and subsamples).

A similar strategy was used to predict the severity of DE symptoms, but for these
analyses we restricted the outcome variables only to the ranges that likely characterized
men with DE (see Results). We also added DE etiology—whether lifelong or acquired—to
the set of predictor covariates, and progressively restricted the sample from all men with
DE to “pure” DE men, and then finally, to “pure/lifelong” DE (Appendix A), removing DE
etiology for this last analysis.
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All analyses were carried out with SPSS (IBM Corp. Released 2017. IBM SPSS Statistics
for Windows, Version 25.0, Armonk, NY, USA).

3. Results
3.1. Description of the Sample

Table 1 describes characteristics of men with and without DE. Men who reported mod-
erate to severe difficulty reaching orgasm were more likely to report anxiety/depression or
to have a medical issue that affected sexual functioning (p < 0.001). They reported lower
frequency of partnered sex (p < 0.001) and lower sexual interest (p = 0.028), as well as
lower sexual relationship and overall relationship satisfaction (p < 0.001 for both). Because
of these differences, non-collinear variables were included as predictor covariates in the
regression analyses.

Table 1. Descriptions (mean ± SD) of men with normal ejaculatory response and men with de-
layed/inhibited ejaculation (DE) on demographic and sexual/relationship variables.

Variable Normal Ejaculation 1

(N = 1556)
Delayed Ejaculation 2

(N = 234) p-Value 3

Age 4.2 (12.6) 4.8 (13.7) 0.522

Education 2.9 (1.6) 2.8 (1.5) 0.856

Anxiety/depression (% yes) 14 28 <0.001

Medical Issues (% yes) 21 25 <0.001

Sexual Interest (SI) (1–10 scale) 8.5 (1.4) 8.3 (1.6) 0.028

Frequency of Partnered Sex 6.4 (1.6) 5.8 (1.8) 0.001

Sexual Relationship
Satisfaction (1–5 scale) 3.7 (1.1) 3.2 (1.3) <0.001

Overall Relationship
Satisfaction (1–5 scale) 4.1 (1.0) 3.7 (1.1) <0.001

Notes: 1 Normal Ejaculation group excludes men with premature ejaculation and includes only those men
reporting no or low difficulty reaching ejaculation. 2 Delayed Ejaculation group includes men reporting moderate
to severe difficulty reaching ejaculation. 3 Comparisons were made with the t-test or, for percentages, with the
z-test for comparing proportions.

3.2. DE and non-DE Group Differences in Masturbation Frequency and Pornography Use (Aim 1)

No/Low vs. Moderately Severe to Severe DE DIFF. In this first analysis we compared
masturbation frequency and frequency of pornography use between men low on DE DIFF
(i.e., those having normal ejaculatory function) and men high on DE DIFF, including age
and origin-of-data as control covariates (Table 2). Men with higher DE DIFF showed
higher frequencies of both masturbation (p = 0.017) and pornography use (p = 0.006) than
men with no/low DE DIFF, although effect sizes were small. Interpolated values within
response categories [50] estimated that DE men used pornography about 72% of the time,
whereas non-DE men used pornography about 53% of the time. DE men masturbated
about 1.7x/week whereas control (non-DE) men masturbated about 1.2x/week.
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Table 2. Comparisons of Masturbation Frequency and Pornography Use (mean ± standard deviation
in men with delayed ejaculation (DE) 1 vs. normal/control, DE with vs. without erectile dysfunction
(ED), and lifelong vs. acquired groups 2.

Group Frequency of Masturbation 3 Pornography Use 3

DE (n = 234) 5.6 (2.3) 4.0 (1.6)

Normal/Control (n = 1572) 5.2 (2.3) 3.6 (1.8)

p-value 0.017 0.006

Partial η2 0.003 4 0.014

DE without ED (n = 171) 5.8 (2.2) 4.2 (1.5)

DE with ED (n = 59) 5.6 (2.3) 3.9 (1.6)

p-value 0.256 0.048

Partial η2 0.006 0.017

DE lifelong (n = 74) 6.6 (1.9) 4.4 (1.1)

DE acquired (n = 99) 5.5 (2.2) 4.0 (1.6)

p-value 0.144 0.451

Partial η2 0.013 0.003

Note: 1 Categorization of DE was based on the item “difficulty reaching orgasm during partnered sex” and
included only men responding 4 or 5 on a 1–5 scale. 2 For all analyses, age and origin-of-data were entered
as control covariates. 3 See text for response categories. 4 To interpret effect sizes as indicated by partial η2,
0.02 = small, 0.13 = medium, 0.26 = large.

3.3. Masturbation Frequency and Pornography Use in DE Men with Varying Etiologies (Aims 2a,b)

Pure DE vs. comorbid DE + ED. Because difficulty reaching orgasm/ejaculation in
DE men may be mediated by some men’s inability to get an erection, men having only DE
(pure DE) were compared with men having comorbid DE + ED, with age and origin-of-data
included as control covariates (Table 2). Men with pure DE indicated a higher frequency of
pornography use than men with comorbid DE + ED (p = 0.048).

Lifelong vs. Acquired DE. A second set of post hoc analyses compared men having
lifelong DE with men having acquired DE, including age and origin-of-data as control
covariates. DE subtypes did not differ on either frequency of masturbation or pornography
use (Table 2).

3.4. Pornography Use and Masturbation Frequency as Predictors of DE Indices (Aims 3 and 4)

The two outcome variables analyzed in Aim 1—frequency of masturbation and fre-
quency of pornography use—were significantly correlated (Spearman rs = 0.302, p < 0.001),
indicating that about 9% of the variance in pornography use could be accounted for by the
higher frequency of masturbation. The following set of regression analyses were aimed at
parsing out the concomitant and independent associations between, on the one hand, a set
of predictor variables that included pornography use and masturbation frequency, as well
as other relevant variables impinging on sexual response, and on the other hand, outcome
indices for DE, namely DE DIFF and %EJACULATION.

3.4.1. DE DIFF: Self-Reported “Difficulty Reaching Orgasm during Partnered Sex” as an
Index of DE

For regression on this outcome variable, all men (Overall: with and without DE) were
included except those reporting PE. Predictor variables included the two key variables
of pornography use and masturbation frequency, along with age, IIEF score (i.e., erectile
functioning), medical issues likely affecting sexual responses, ongoing anxiety or depres-
sion, level of sexual interest (SI), relationship satisfaction, and origin-of-data (Table 3). By
far the strongest predictor of DE DIFF was poorer erectile function (p < 0.001), followed
by anxiety/depression (p < 0.001). Higher frequency of masturbation, higher frequency
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of pornography use, and lower relationship satisfaction also predicted greater difficulty
reaching orgasm (p ≤ 0.016), but with lower though similar effect sizes among them.

Table 3. Results of regression analysis using difficulty reaching orgasm (DE DIFF) and percent of time
reaching ejaculation (%EJACULATION) as outcome variables when DE was unrestricted (Overall),
was restricted by removing all men with ED (Pure DE), or was restricted by removing all men with
ED or acquired DE (Pure/Lifelong (LL) DE). Masturbation frequency and pornography use frequency
are highlighted by darker gray shade.

Predictor Covariate p and Beta
DE DIFF % EJACULATION

Overall Pure Pure/LL Overall Pure Pure/LL

Age p-value
beta-coefficient

0.795
−0.019

0.008
0.067

0.502
−0.019

0.003
0.067

0.512
0.009

0.032
0.058

Erectile Function p-value
beta-coefficient

<0.001
−0.0357

— 1

—
—
—

<0.001
0.381

—
—

—
—

Anxiety p-value
beta-coefficient

<0.001
0.085

<0.001
0.119

<0.001
0.099

0.064
−0.038

0.005
−0.059

0.003
−0.068

Sexual Interest p-value
beta-coefficient

0.096
−0.033

0.001
−0.073

0.001
−0.080

<0.001
0.076

<0.001
−0.131

<0.001
0.120

Relationship
Satisfaction

p-value
beta-coefficient

0.001
−0.068

0.001
−0.093

<0.001
−0.088

0.008
0.043

<0.001
0.155

<0.001
0.135

Medical Issue p-value
beta-coefficient

0.954
0.001

0.067
0.041

0.139
0.036

0.801
0.005

0.131
−0.024

0.690
−0.010

f Masturbation p-value
beta-coefficient

0.016
0.052

0.009
0.063

0.105
0.046

0.068
−0.049

0.014
−0.062

0.087
−0.047

f Pornography Use p-value
beta-coefficient

<0.001
0.076

0.001
0.073

0.029
0.059

0.242
0.015

0.197
0.024

0.124
0.041

Origin of Data p-value
beta-coefficient

0.003
0.062

0.002
0.071

0.069
0.046

<0.001
−0.122

0.087
−0.034

<0.001
−0.130

Overall Adjusted R2 0.177 0.055 0.041 0.219 0.076 0.073

Note: 1 – = Not applicable as the variable was not included in the analysis.

Because the strongest predictor of DE DIFF was erectile functioning, we ran a follow-
up regression in which men with ED were excluded (leaving only the men with “pure”
DE) (Table 3). Our rationale was that men with pure DE would not be confounded by
their inability to get or sustain an erection, which could interfere with ejaculation. These
analyses indicated that anxiety was the strongest predictor of DE DIFF (p < 0.001). Other
predictors were similar in their associations, and included increasing age, lower sexual
interest, lower relationship satisfaction, higher frequency of masturbation, and higher
frequency of pornography use (p ≤ 0.009).

In a third analysis, using the same set of predictor variables, we restricted the men with
DE to only those with a lifelong (LL) condition and without concomitant ED (pure/LL). For
these analyses, anxiety/depression, lower sexual interest, lower relationship satisfaction,
and higher frequency of pornography use were significantly associated with DE DIFF
(p ≤ 0.029) (Table 3).

Finally, we determined the additional amount of explained variance from including
masturbation frequency and pornography use by using the block entry regression method
for the three separate analyses that included all DE men, only men with the pure DE, and
only men with the pure/LL DE (Table 4). The first block included the three variables that
most consistently predicted DE DIFF (see above), namely anxiety, relationship satisfaction,
and SI. The IIEF score was included as a 4th variable in this block when men with ED were
included in the analysis. The second and third blocks included masturbation frequency and
pornography use, respectively. The first and second blocks (i.e., including masturbation
frequency) were significant for all DE men, pure DE men, and pure/LL DE men, whereas
pornography use was not (Table 4). Masturbation frequency and pornography use increased
the amount of explained variance (∆R2) by less than 0.8% and 0.6%, respectively.
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Table 4. Summary of block entry method (1, 2, 3), showing the additional explained variance of DE
symptomology (∆ R2) due to inclusion of frequency of masturbation and pornography use (grey shade).

Predictor Covariate Block
DE DIFF %EJACULATION

All DE Pure Pure/LL All DE Pure Pure/LL

∆ R2 ∆ R2 ∆ R2 ∆ R2 ∆ R2 ∆ R2

Erectile Function 1 NA 3 NA NA NA
Anxiety 1 0.161 1 0.037 1 0.035 1 0.194 1 0.056 1 0.072 1

Sexual Interest 1
Relationship Satisfaction 1

f Masturbation 2 0.008 1 0.006 1 0.005 1 0.002 0.006 1 0.002
f Pornography Use 3 0.006 0.004 0.003 0.000 0.000 0.001

Notes: 1 Indicates p < 0.05 for R2 or the ∆ R2.3 NA = not applicable.

3.4.2. %EJACULATION: Percent of Time Reaching Ejaculation as an Index of DE

In a second set of analyses (please refer to Table 3), when all men were included except
those with PE, poorer erectile functioning was by far the strongest predictor of %EJACULA-
TION (p < 0.001), followed by lower relationship satisfaction (p = 0.008). Other significant
predictors of %EJACULATION included age, sexual interest, and relationship satisfaction
(p ≤ 0.008). Neither masturbation frequency nor pornography use was significant (p ≥ 0.068).

Because the strongest predictor %EJACULATION was erectile functioning, we ran a
follow-up regression in which men with ED were excluded, leaving only men with pure DE
(Table 3). Lower sexual interest and relationship satisfaction were the stronger predictors
of %EJACULATION (p < 0.001), with anxiety and masturbation frequency also significant
(p ≤ 0.014). Again, pornography use was not significant (p = 0.197).

In a third analysis, using the same set of predictor variables, we restricted the men
with DE to only those with lifelong DE and without concomitant ED (pure/LL DE men).
For these analyses, anxiety/depression, lower sexual interest, and lower relationship
satisfaction were significantly associated with %EJACULATION (p ≤ 0.029) (Table 3).
Neither masturbation frequency nor pornography use was significant (p ≥ 0.087).

Finally, we determined the amount of increased variance explained by including
masturbation frequency and pornography use by using the block entry regression method
for separate analyses that included all DE men, only men with the pure DE, or only men
with pure/LL DE, using the same strategy as outlined for DE DIFF above. The second
block relating to masturbation frequency was significant only for pure DE men (Table 4);
the third block relating to pornography use was not significant for any of the DE groupings.
Furthermore, the change in ∆R2 was small, ≤0.6% for masturbation frequency, and ≤0.1%
for pornography use.

3.5. Pornography Use and Masturbation Frequency as Predictors of DE Severity (Aim 5)

In this set of analyses, we investigated only those men with symptoms of DE, with the
aim of determining whether masturbation frequency and/or pornography use predicted
the severity of DE during partnered sex. Restrictions on the two DE indices were as follows:
For DE DIFF, we restricted the outcome variable to only those men indicating moderate-to-
severe difficulty reaching orgasm, that is, 3–5 on this measure, representing roughly 1 SD
above the mean. For %EJACULATION, we included only those men who ejaculated 70% of
the time or less during partnered sex, a cutoff represented by about 1 SD below the mean.

3.5.1. DE DIFF as an Index of DE Severity

In addition to using the set of predictor variables for the unrestricted sample, we
included a variable differentiating lifelong vs. acquired DE etiology. The only significant
predictors of DE severity were poorer erectile functioning and lifelong (vs acquired) DE
etiology (p = 0.003 and 0.028, respectively). Neither pornography use nor masturbation
frequency were significant predictors of DE DIFF (p = 0.097 and 0.842, respectively). Because
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ED was the strongest predictor of DE severity in the previous analysis, we ran a follow
up regression in which men with ED were excluded, leaving only men with pure DE
in the analysis. Only lifelong DE etiology was significant (p = 0.006). When we further
restricted the sample to include only men with pure/LL DE, none of the variables, including
pornography use or masturbation frequency, was associated with DE severity (p = 0.276
and 0.413, respectively).

3.5.2. %EJACULATION as an Index of DE Severity

In a second set of analyses, we assessed predictor variables for %EJACULATION
for men who indicated that they ejaculated 70% of the time or less during partnered sex.
Both lower erectile functioning and lower relationship satisfaction significantly predicted
lower %EJACULATION (p = 0.001 and 0.004, respectively). Neither masturbation frequency
nor pornography use was associated with lower %EJACULATION (p = 0.138 and 0.692,
respectively). Because erectile functioning was the strongest predictor of DE severity, we
repeated the analyses in a subset of men with pure DE. For these analyses, lower relation-
ship satisfaction and lifelong DE etiology predicted lower %EJACULATION (p = 0.011 and
0.048, respectively). Neither masturbation frequency nor pornography use were significant
(p ≥ 0.613). When we further restricted the sample to include only men with pure/LL
DE, none of the variables, including pornography use or masturbation frequency, was
associated with DE severity (p = 0.921 and 0.925, respectively).

4. Discussion

Pornography use has been and continues to be a controversial issue for any num-
ber of reasons. Insofar as its relationship to sexual dysfunction, we believe the current
study—using a large Internet-based multinational (nonclinical) sample, relying on multiple
indices to assess delayed ejaculation, and including a number of contextual and potential
confounding covariates—provides an opportunity to examine the impact of masturbation
frequency and pornography use on both DE symptomology and DE severity in a more
holistic framework than most previous studies on this topic. Furthermore, by progressively
restricting the sample of men with DE from all such men, to only those without concomitant
ED (pure DE men), and then only to men with lifelong DE and without concomitant ED
(pure/LL DE men), we were able to understand how specific covariates were associated
with DE using various definitions of DE status.

4.1. Reiteration and Summary of Major Findings
4.1.1. Differences between DE and Normal/Control Groups, as Well as DE Groups Having
Various Etiologies

At first glance, our results suggest that both masturbation frequency and pornography
use play relevant roles in DE, as both behaviors were higher among DE men than men
with normal ejaculatory response. Post hoc analyses comparing men having pure DE with
men having comorbid DE and ED revealed slightly higher pornography use among men
with pure DE. In contrast, comparison of men with lifelong and acquired DE indicated no
differences on either variable between DE etiological subtypes. Where differences did occur,
effect sizes were notably small, particularly in comparison with other predictor covariates
included in the regression analyses (see below).

4.1.2. Factors Predicting DE Symptomology within the Overall Sample

Had our analyses ended with the results of the above ANCOVAs, our conclusions
might have been misleading, as subsequent regression analyses—in which recurring pat-
terns of association and relative effect sizes could be identified—led to a more nuanced
interpretation. In these analyses, in addition to pornography use and masturbation fre-
quency, other variables likely to affect sexual/ ejaculatory response were entered as pre-
dictor covariates, including age, erectile functioning, anxiety/depression, sexual interest,
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relationship satisfaction, chronic medical conditions known to affect sexual response, and,
for testing the severity of symptoms, DE subtype (acquired or lifelong).

As seen in Table 3, beta coefficients in the regression analyses, although not a precise
index of effect size, offer a rough estimate of the importance of masturbation frequency
and pornography use to DE symptomology, in comparison with other relevant predictor
covariates: specifically, those variables having higher coefficients generally indicate greater
relevance of the predictor variable to the outcome variable.

In order to simplify the results and to illustrate patterns of significance across regres-
sion analyses, we created summary tables of the relative effects of predictor covariates for
the two indices for DE status, and also for DE severity (Tables 5 and 6). These tables are
most easily read by viewing the number of x’s in the row pertaining to any specific variable,
with a greater number of x’s indicating more consistent and stronger associations.

Table 5. Summary of variable effects showing consistency in patterns of predictor covariates in the
overall sample, in the sample that included men with pure DE, and in the sample that included men
with pure/lifelong (LL) DE 1. Effects of frequency of masturbation and frequency of pornography
use are grey-shaded for emphasis.

Predictor Covariate
DE DIFF %EJACULATION

All DE Men Pure Pure/LL All DE Men Pure Pure/LL

Age – x x – x
Erectile Function xxx NA NA xxx NA NA

Anxiety xx xx x – xx x
Sexual Interest – x x x xx xx

Relationship Satisfaction x x x x xx xx
Medical Issue – – – – – –

f Masturbation x x – – x –
f Pornography Use x x x – – –

Origin of Data x x – xx x xx

Overall Adjusted R2 0.180 0.055 0.041 0.219 0.076 0.073

Notes: 1 Based on significant beta coefficients, x = weaker effect, xx = moderate effect, xxx = stronger effect;
– = not significant.

Table 6. Patterns of variable associations in the subset of men having DE symptoms, showing the lack
of significant association between frequency of masturbation or pornography use (both grey-shaded
for emphasis), and DE severity 1.

Predictor Covariate
DE DIFF % EJACULATION

All DE Pure Pure/LL All DE Pure Pure/LL

Age – – – –
Erectile Function xx NA NA xxx NA NA

Anxiety – – – – – –
Sexual Interest – – – – – –

Relationship Satisfaction – – – xx xx –
Medical Issue – – – – – –

f Masturbation – – – – – –
f Pornography Use – – – – – –
DE Subtype: LL vs.

Acquired xx xx NA – x NA

Origin of Data – – – – – –

Overall Adjusted R2 0.071 0.052 0.027 0.114 0.084 0.04

Notes: 1 Based on beta coefficients, x = weaker effect, xx = moderate effect, xxx = stronger effect; – = not significant.

Referring to Table 5, when the sample included the full range of men both with and
without DE, poorer erectile functioning was the strongest predictor of DE symptomol-
ogy. Anxiety/depression was also a consistent though less strong predictor of DE indices,
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including in DE groups that were restricted to men with lifelong DE and without concomi-
tant ED. Relationship satisfaction and sexual interest were also fairly consistent—though
weaker—predictors of DE symptomology. Masturbation frequency and pornography
use were among the least consistent and weakest of the DE predictors. And in fact, for
%EJACULATION, a slightly more reliable variable than DE DIFF, pornography use had
no significant association with DE. The block entry method revealed that knowing the
respondent’s masturbation frequency improved explained variance in DE symptomology
by only 0.8% or less; knowing their pornography use either did not improve explained
variance at all, or did so by under 0.6% (as seen previously in Table 4).

4.1.3. Factors Predicting DE Severity

Table 6 shows that poorer erectile functioning was also the strongest predictor of DE
severity, reiterating the role of erectile functioning on DE in general. In addition, lower
relationship satisfaction was sporadically related to greater DE severity. Lifelong DE
etiology (as opposed to acquired DE) emerged as a relevant factor in predicting DE severity.
Neither masturbation frequency nor pornography use was associated with the severity of
DE symptomology, whether the sample included all DE men, men with just pure DE, or
men with pure/LL DE.

4.2. General Interpretation and Integration of Findings

Our analyses demonstrated that the association between pornography use and DE
symptomology/severity was generally weak or absent in this nonclinical (primarily West-
ern) sample. Furthermore, when the strong effect of erectile problems on DE symptomology
and/or severity was removed by including only men with “pure” DE—or even when the
potential for pathophysiologically based DE was eliminated by including only men with
lifelong PE—pornography use did not consistently emerge as a salient variable. The overall
low or absent effect sizes related to pornography use may explain some of the mixed
results from prior studies—see [34]. Specifically, variables imparting weak effects tend to
be vacillating, often appearing and disappearing across studies depending on the specific
methodology, the inclusion (or omission) of relevant control covariates, and the specific
characteristics of the sample [51,52].

While our study demonstrates that pornography use provides little or no explained
variance in DE symptomology—either within the overall (nonclinical) sample or more
specifically within a subset of men exhibiting specific DE symptomology—we do not
dismiss the idea that a high frequency of pornography use could interfere with achieving
adequate levels of arousal during partnered sex in some men, as has been suggested
in a number of clinical/case studies [26,27,42]. That is, men’s sexual experiences and
histories undoubtedly play an important role in their sexual responsivity, and excessive
pornography use may well constitute a risk factor for sexual problems in specific subsets
of highly vulnerable men, e.g., for those having little or no partnered experiences [42].
Nevertheless, in contrast to suggestions inferred from some prior research, our analysis did
not support a widespread and/or robust relationship between pornography use and DE
symptomology.

Higher masturbation frequency may offer a limited explanation for DE symptomology,
at least for some men. Like pornography use, it emerged sporadically as a predictor
of DE symptomology, showing only intermittent associations and relatively small effect
sizes. Although a role for an auto-erotic orientation involving stereotypical and frequent
masturbation on DE has been supported by several clinical reports [26,40], such cases may
represent exceptions—that is, the most intractable of DE cases showing up at clinics for
treatment. Even so, in a cross-sectional study such as ours, no clear direction of effect
between masturbation frequency and DE indices could be ascertained, leaving open the
possibility that men may masturbate more frequently (and supplement it with pornography
use to enhance their arousal) as a consequence of experiencing difficulty ejaculating, rather
than vice versa. In the absence of clear causal directionality, we assume a reciprocating
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model whereby some men who are predisposed to difficulty reaching ejaculation during
partnered sex may increasingly turn to masturbation and pornography use for sexual
pleasure but who, in doing so, might also intensify any problem they have of reaching
ejaculation during partnered sex [53,54].

In contrast with relatively weak or absent associations between masturbation fre-
quency or pornography use and DE symptomology, lower erectile functioning stood out
as a highly salient predictor of both DE occurrence and DE severity. In fact, when men
with ED were removed from the analysis, the level of explained variance in DE sympto-
mology dropped by nearly 70% in the overall sample. The relationship between erectile
functioning and DE symptomology was not surprising, as a significant percent of men
suffering from DE also report ED [44,55,56]. Within this subgroup, men’s inability to get or
sustain an erection undoubtedly interferes with their capacity to reach ejaculation—a point
that underscores the importance of the clinician’s differentiation of DE caused by erectile
insufficiency vs. DE caused by insufficient psycho-sexual arousal and/or other etiological
factors [39,44]. Indeed, our study, while demonstrating a very limited association between
pornography use and DE symptomology in men with pure DE, did not rule out a possible
relationship between pornography use and impaired erectile functioning, as suggested by
several studies [27–30].

Of the other predictor covariates, anxiety/depression (as a measure of general psy-
chological health) also stood out as a fairly common predictor of DE status (less so of DE
severity), whether or not the group included men with ED. Anxiety related to DE is also not
surprising, as this construct has long been associated with sexual impairment [57–61]. What
is not clear from our study design is whether the anxiety may have actually contributed to
the problem, or is merely a consequence of the problem. Most likely, it functions as both—as
anxiety related to sexual performance typically results from the “evaluative” nature of
partnered sex, thus eliciting a self-perpetuating cycle of anxiety and failure [59,61].

Other factors associated with DE symptomology/severity were relationship satisfac-
tion and level of sexual interest. Diminished relationship satisfaction undoubtedly occurs
as men struggle to reach ejaculation during partnered sex—a finding that aligns with a
broader pattern of diminished relationship quality resulting from nearly any type of sexual
problem [62–65]. On the other hand, the relationship between lower sexual interest and
greater DE symptomology/severity is less readily explained. We surmise that men who
place lower importance on—and investment in—their sex lives may suffer from diminished
sexual desire, which in turn negatively affects their levels of sexual excitement and ability
to reach orgasm—a rationale that led to inclusion of this variable as a control covariate in
our regression analyses.

DE subtype—whether lifelong or acquired—also played a role in DE severity, although
neither group was more prone to engage in frequent masturbation or pornography use.
Men with lifelong DE consistently showed greater symptomology than men with acquired
DE. To help understand this difference, we conducted a post hoc analysis that revealed that
men with acquired DE were slightly older than men with lifelong DE. However, even when
age was controlled, men with lifelong DE reported greater difficulty and less likelihood
of reaching orgasm during partnered sex. We offer no persuasive explanation to account
for this difference, but note that it parallels to some extent differences in short ejaculation
latencies in men with lifelong vs. acquired premature ejaculation (PE) [66–70]. As such,
there is need for greater investigation of the interactive roles of erectile functioning, low
sexual interest, and etiological subtype on DE symptomology and severity [68,69].

4.3. Limitations

This study was multinational in scope, well-powered (1−β = 0.99+), and multivariate
in analysis, and it relied on standardized items/scales when available. Nevertheless, we
note several limitations. For one, although we implemented best practices for online survey
research [45,71] by taking precautions to guarantee anonymity, including attention checks
to eliminate cases having inconsistent responses across the survey, and steps to prevent
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multiple submissions, online surveys that rely heavily on public and social media for
recruitment are subject to biases in education, class, social media access, and other factors.
Second, our study did not rule out possible relationships between masturbation frequency,
pornography use, and erectile functioning—relationships that require investigation within a
more targeted multivariate analysis. Third, we note that our results may not apply to many
regions of the world where cultural attitudes regarding sexuality are more restrictive, where
masturbation and/or pornography use may be strongly associated with sinfulness, guilt,
shame, and even punishment. Indeed, given the wide individual and cultural variation
in attitudes toward pornography, we would expect differences to occur across various
geo-cultural world regions. Related to this point, we did not assess the nature/type of
pornography that was being viewed—some types could have more detrimental effects than
others. Fourth, as a cross-sectional study, we cannot ascribe causal relationships among our
principal study variables. And finally, we do not presume that our study provides closure
to the question regarding the relationships among masturbation, pornography use, and DE,
as such relationships are likely to dynamically vary across both generations and cultures.
Rather, we encourage other research teams to carry out well-controlled studies using a
variety of methodologies that operationally define and assess both outcome variables and
predictor/confounding variables.

5. Conclusions

The association between pornography use and delayed ejaculation was very limited
or absent in our sample, whereas other factors, particularly erectile functioning and anx-
iety/depression, were salient predictors of DE indices. Relationship satisfaction, sexual
interest, and masturbation frequency were also associated with DE, although their effects
were less consistent and not as strong. Finally, the weak effect of pornography use should
not discount the possibility that it might help explain DE symptomology in specific subsets
of vulnerable men—particularly those who are less experienced and/or who masturbate
excessively [35,72].
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Appendix A

Description of samples and their characteristics used in the analyses, indicating the progressive restrictions placed
on each sample.

FOR ANALYSIS OF DE
Characteristics

Analyses on the entire sample

Normal Ejaculatory Function (NEF) Men having no premature ejaculation (as assessed by the PEDT) or DE symptoms
NEF + Overall DE NEF and all men reporting DE

NEF + Pure DE NEF and men reporting DE, but minus all men reporting ED
NEF + Pure/Primary DE NEF and only men with lifelong DE, and minus all men reporting ED

FOR ANALYSIS OF DE SEVERITY

Analysis on DE men defined by: Characteristics

“Difficulty reaching orgasm” Reporting either 3, 4, or 5, representing approximately 1 SD above the mean
“Percent episodes ejaculating” Reporting 70% or less, representing approximately 1 SD below the mean

3.4.2. %EJACULATION: Percent of Time Reaching Ejaculation as an Index of DE.
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